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Abstract
Order n de Bruijn sequences are the period 2n binary sequences produced by an n stage
feedback shift register. Properties of the number of sequences in the minimum and maximum
weight classes of the generator functions are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The order n de Bruijn sequences are the 22
n−1−n period 2n binary sequences in which
every binary n-tuple occurs exactly once. The de Bruijn sequences can be algebraically
constructed by n-stage nonlinear feedback shift registers. The de Bruijn sequences can
be categorized by the Hamming weight of the truth tables of the generating functions
[1]. The weight classes of the generators are known but the number of de Bruijn
sequences in each weight class remains an unsolved problem. Properties of the number
of sequences in the minimum and maximum weight classes of the generator functions
are discussed.
2. Extreme weight classes
The extreme weight classes are obtained by all possible mergers of the Z(n) cycles
from the pure cycling register (PCR) and all possible mergers of the Z∗(n) cycles from
the complementing cycling register (CCR). The weight w of xn⊕g(xn−1 · · · x2x1) is the
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Table 1
Number of de Bruijn Sequences in the extreme weight classes
Order Smax(n) Smin(n) DB(n) Number of
n wt classes
1 1 1 21 2
2 1 1 20 1
3 21 21 21 1
4 22 22× 31 24 2
5 26 26× 32 211 4
6 214 214× 33× 51 226 8
7 226× 31 226× 36× 53 257 19
8 250× 33 250× 311× 57× 71 2120 40
9 295× 39 295× 318× 514× 74 2247 85
10 2177× 320 2177× 336× 525× 712 2502 178
11 2329× 342× 51 2329× 367× 543× 730 21013 373
12 2632× 375× 55 Not available 22036 764
number of logical ones (Hamming weight) among the 2n−1 entries in the truth table
of g(xn−1 · · · x2x1). Truth tables which produce de Bruijn sequences have odd weights
between the minimum weight Z(n) − 1 and the maximum weight 2n−1 − Z∗(n) + 1,
inclusive [1]. Counting the number of orientated subtrees of a rooted PCR or CCR
adjacency graph counts the number of sequences in the corresponding weight class
[1,3]. Since a similar algorithm is not known yet for the interior weight classes, limited
information about these interior classes has been obtained by exhaustive searches via
computer [4,5].
3. Results
Table 1 provides the de Bruijn sequence distribution in the extreme weight classes
for orders 16n612. Smax(n) is the number of order n de Bruijn sequences in weight
class 2n−1−Z∗(n)+1. Smin(n) is the number of order n de Bruijn sequences in weight
class Z(n) − 1. For convenient reference, Table 1 includes the total number of order
n de Bruijn sequences DB(n)= 22
n−1−n and the total number of weight classes in that
order n. Table 1 corrects the order 6 and order 7 results in [1]. Table 1 entries were
halted when the determinant of a 350× 350 matrix exceeded the numerical precision
of the available VAX 780 computer.
The data suggests three new conjectures and supports three previous conjectures.
Conjecture 1. For a prime p and order n; p divides Smin(n) for all n¿p.
Conjecture 1 is related to two properties. First, each PCR cycle has period 1; n, or
a proper divisor of n. Second, the upper triangular matrix of the PCR adjacencies has
at least one diagonal element equal to p when n=p+ 1.
Using examples from Table 1 for the prime decomposition of Smin(n), 3 divides
Smin(n) for all n¿3; 5 divides Smin(n) for all n¿5, and 7 divides Smin(n) for all n¿7.
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Conjecture 2. For a prime p and order n; p divides Smax(n) for all n¿2p.
Conjecture 2 is related to two properties. First, each CCR cycle has period 1; 2n,
or a proper divisor of 2n. Second, the upper triangular matrix of the CCR adjacencies
has at least one diagonal element equal to 2p when n=2p+ 1.
Using examples from Table 1 for the prime decomposition of Smax(n), 3 divides
Smax(n) for all n¿6 and 5 divides Smax(n) for all n¿10.
All weight classes in Table 1 have large symmetry groups [2]. Order 7 is the Irst
order n for which Smax(n) does not divide the number of sequences in every other
weight class in that same order [4,5].
Conjecture 3. Given an order n, every weight class for these de Bruijn sequences
contains a symmetry group whose size is the largest power of 2 which divides Smax(n).
Using examples from Table 1, each weight class in order 7 has a symmetry group
of 226, each weight class in order 9 has a symmetry group of 295, and each weight
class in order 11 has a symmetry group of 2329.
The corrected data and the extended data still support these three conjectures which
were originally stated in [1].
Conjecture 4. Smax(n) divides Smin(n).
Conjecture 4 is related to the property that the order n PCR adjacency graph contains
the order n CCR adjacency graph.
Conjecture 5. Smax(n) divides Smax(n+ 1).
Conjecture 5 is related to the property that the order n + 1 CCR adjacency graph
contains the order n CCR adjacency graph.
Conjecture 6. Smin(n) divides Smin(n+ 1).
Conjecture 6 is related to the property that the order n + 1 PCR adjacency graph
contains the order n PCR adjacency graph.
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